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Abstract

Productivity improvement is vital to sustaining in the market. This work outlines the significance
of productivity improvement encompassing quick changeovers, fixture design modifications and im-
proved material handling thereby meeting the demand requirements. There is the total of 10 com-
ponent varieties such as D88 U1, D88 L1, D110 U2, D110 L2, D132 U3, D132 L3, D150 U4, D150
L4, D168 U5 and D168 L5. D88 contributes to 82% of part production and hence termed as high-
volume components whereas D110, D132, D150 and D168 components are termed as low volume
components. In the current state, there were totally 7 machines but in the future state, there would
be only 4 machines. Out of 4 machines, 2 machines will be delivering the same output of 220 D88
parts per day as of Mar-2021 and the other 2 machines will be satisfying fluctuating order arrivals
at low volume production line. Apart from effective utilization of resources, deploying the latest
technologies is equally important in this competitive environment. Industries needs to incorporate
the growing technologies to sustain in the market. Internet of Things (IoT) connects the physical
world with the digital word and makes life simple by automating a wide variety of processes across
diverse environments available. This work highlights the usage of the Industrial Internet of Things
(IIoT) for replenishment systems in a small-scale industry environment and outlines the effect of
productivity improvement. This idea will be beneficial if done at a low cost, unlike the inventory
management software which is priced quite higher and seems unaffordable to small-scale industries.
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1. Introduction

Process improvement involves the business practice of identifying, analyzing and improving busi-
ness processes to optimize performance, meet best practice standards or simply improve the quality
and the user experience for end users. Inventory management is the process of handling stocks as
and when required for production and regulated by means of demand and supply pattern. Inventory
management in large scale industries is maintained by means of software packages but small-scale
industries maintain inventory by means of Kanban systems. Kanban systems communicates and cre-
ate visibility to workers regarding current inventory levels. So that when the bin reaches the reorder
level, the purchase order is triggered to the supplier. Until the goods arrive the safety stock will be
utilized to carry out the production.

2. Problem definition

Due to manual replenishment of raw materials, there are a few occurrences wherein maintaining
optimal inventory is a challenge. As humans, keeping track of the goods focusing its accurate count
and corresponding supplier would be tedious and prone to errors.

Accumulation of excess raw materials and work in process inventory has added up to their in-
ventory cost thereby affecting cash flows. On the other hand, very low inventory count would affect
resource utilization and customer delivery times. In addition to problems faced at inventory man-
agement, lack of continuous process improvement in the company has led to a situation wherein the
cycle time is 228 seconds for lower split ring and 188 seconds for upper split ring. There is a need to
streamline the replenishment cycles and construct a feasible production plan after carrying out the
necessary process improvements.

3. Literature survey

Abdul Talib Bon et al., [2] explains the evaluation of improvement activities done to improve
the productivity of the manufacturing process by reducing the number of workstations wherein the
analysis is carried out in ARENA simulation.

Keivanpour et al., [4] describes the role of RFID at MRO department. This depicts the role of
IoT in sending real time data information to data analysis module for updating the estimation of
remaining lifetime of parts and send the required notifications to maintenance department to take
necessary actions.

Muchaendepi et al., [6] identified a problem wherein SME incurred higher than necessary operat-
ing costs in order to satisfy their customer service by holding excessive stocks. The reason behind this
was poor inventory planning and failure in creating a balance between efficiency and responsiveness
explaining the role of inventory costs.

Tejesh et al., [7] addresses the difficulties in monitoring the stock. The author explains how RFID
suits here because of low cost and robust such that it could be integrated into any field of application.
The author has chosen Raspberry Pi as central server for monitoring information and the webpage
has been created to monitor the process entirely.

Yerpude et al., [8] briefs the interoperability requirements of IoT to work with heterogenous de-
vices wherein it is achieved with Service Oriented Architecture (SOA). Four layers in SOA comprises
of sensing layer, networking layer, service layer and the interfacing layer.

From the past works surveyed, it is evident that warehouse management can be automated using
IoT [1, 3] which may be helpful to MSME when done in a cost-effective manner. Inventory planning
is crucial to them as they play a major role in balancing inventory holding cost and customer service.
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The process improvements must be simulated using software prior to shop floor implementations for
better risk assessments [5].

4. Methodology

Figure 1: Workflow

The industrial problem, exploration of possible solutions and formulation of objectives has been
stated before. The next task is to arrive at a proper prototype to the proposed problem afterwhich
it should be tested. Once the IoT prototype is successful, look for any other process improvements
after observing and analyzing the industry. If the found solution is worth implementation, suggest it
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in the form of kaizen else keep iterating as in Fig 1. Finally document the modifications applicable
to the industry.

5. System design

A. Hardware selection

The We-Mos D1 R2 WiFi ESP 8266 Development board is used for programming in Arduino IDE.
The problem defined can be sorted out only if there is a communication that could be triggered back
to the supplier. We also need to incorporate an inductive proximity sensor whose operating voltage
is 3.3 V, then Wemos-D1 R2 Wi-Fi ESP 8266 is the apt one as it allows 3.3 V unlike Node-MCU. D1
R2 has a micro-USB for auto programming. It can also be programmed using OTA. All I/O works
at 3.3 V. Arduino IDE is easy to use for beginners yet flexible enough for advanced users to take
advantage of as well and so it is preferred here as well.

Figure 2: Hardware setup

Inductive proximity sensors are used for non-contact detection of metallic objects.Thus, Arduino
We Mos D1 R2 board is purchased and connected to an inductive proximity sensor according to the
circuit diagram. This is done to take account whether the reorder level is reached in the bin. The
red color is live wire and connected to 3.3 V pin and black color is neutral wire connected to GND
pin which is next to 3.3 V pin. The white color is the signal wire connected to pin D7 (GPIO 13)
which receives the sensor data and Fig 2 picturizes this connection.

B. Software solution

The software solution is arrived in three phases and integrating them. Three phases are as listed
below as follows

1. Database creation at PhpMyAdmin using XAMPP

2. Main program code at Arduino IDE

3. Customizing IFTTT platform
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Figure 3: Database creation

Figure 4: ClickSend SMS

Figure 5: Gmail notification

First the XAMPP control panel needs to be downloaded in the computer. Then php script to update
order quantity as and when triggered has been written in Notepad++ and stored in the appropriate
path directory. The order trigger trial was carried out by triggering manually at different times and
verified as in Fig 3.

The second phase involves the core logic fed into the Arduino IDE. Some of the important logics
involved in the program are described here. This program logic aims to monitor the inventory levels
and send an email to the supplier when the reorder level is reached in the bin. This is done

capturing the current quantity in the bin by means of a proximity sensor and sending it through
a local server. The third phase involves the communication of message or mail to supplier as in Fig
4 and Fig 5. The serial monitor and html pages are represented in Fig 6 and Fig 7.
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Figure 6: Serial monitor

Figure 7: HTML webpage

6. Industrial observation

A. Existing scenario

There are totally 10 component varieties such as D88 U1, D88 L1, D110 U2, D110 L2, D132 U3,
D132 L3, D150 U4, D150 L4, D168 U5 and D168 L5. Their geometric dimensions, demand values
and existing resource information have been collected from them. D88 component contributes to
82% of part production and hence termed as high-volume components whereas D110, D132, D150
and D168 components are termed as low volume components.

Initially their monthly demand values have been closely observed for previous two years and this
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year forecast values for the first quarter have been estimated by winters method in Minitab software.
Their result interval accommodated the March demand results correctly. This is done to have an
idea on demand and supply patterns thereby deciding the order quantity, replenishment interval and
safety stock values currently followed by the industry.

A micromotion analysis has been performed for both high and low demand parts consisting of
upper and lower stud rings separately using video taken in the premises. The machining operations
involved were drilling, reaming and tapping. The upper stud ring had 3 holes whereas the lower had
4 holes for which separate videos were taken. The cycle time estimates for upper and lower stud
rings irrespective of outer diameter variations were 188 seconds and 228 seconds respectively.

Figure 8: As-is cycle time

Figure 9: Activity time

Their respective process time values are shown in Fig 8 as per the operations performed.
Each operation involves different activities which was classified based on Value Added (VA),

Non-Value Added (NVA) and Necessary Non-Value Added (NNVA) activities. Their results are
represented in doughnut charts in Fig 9.

B. Observations from existing scenario

1. The community members know that they are its i. The worker movements can be reduced by
mapping the process flow with the machine arrangements accordingly
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2. The reorders can be executed with part-based replenishment system and notifying the suppliers
through mail as and when reorder level is reached

3. The worker should be placed ergonomically so that he can stand and operate those machines.
The bin could be replaced by a tray which could also be elevated to a comfortable height for
the worker

4. The production schedule and the machine for high demand items (D88 U1 and D88 L1) to be
given a dedicated line setup and low demand items to be produced on a different machine to
avoid clash and improve the product deliverability

5. For high demand items (D88 U1 and D88 L1), the drilling operation could be done in a re-
designed fixture wherein it can hold two components at a single setup. Moreover, incorporating
drill com reamer setup at drilling machines would complete save the reaming process and the
corresponding operation times

C. Scope for improving productivity

1. The worker movements can be reduced by mapping the process flow with the machine arrange-
ments accordingly

2. The reorders can be executed with part-based replenishment system and notifying the suppliers
through mail as and when reorder level is reached

3. The worker should be placed ergonomically so that he can stand and operate those machines.
The bin could be replaced by a tray which could also be elevated to a comfortable height for
the worker

4. The production schedule and the machine for high demand items (D88 U1 and D88 L1) to be
given a dedicated line setup and low demand items to be produced on a different machine to
avoid clash and improve the product deliverability

5. For high demand items (D88 U1 and D88 L1), the drilling operation could be done in a re-
designed fixture wherein it can hold two components at a single setup. Moreover, incorporating
drill com reamer setup at drilling machines would complete save the reaming process and the
corresponding operation times

7. Suggestions

The following suggestions have been proposed in the form of kaizen sheets as in Fig 10 and Fig
11 for industrial approval.
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Figure 10: Fixture design modification

Figure 11: Modified material handling equipment

8. Future state

Once the existing industrial scenario has been studied and analyzed thorougly and mapped with
problem statement, it is clear that the capacity plan and replenishment cycle needs to be formulated
for improved cycle time estimate values after the kaizen has been implemented in the industry. The
capacity plan for high demand item has been displayed in Table 1 and Table 2 whereas the capacity
plan for low demand items are displayed in Table 3 and Table 4. The order quanity for high volume
items are 1320 components per week whereas for low volume item it is 375 component for D110 and
300 component for D132, D150 and D168. The safety stock for D88 is kept as 2 day production
count which is 440 compones whereas for low volume item irrespective of demand fluctuations as to
375 and 300 components the safety stock is kept as 1 day production count which turns out to be
200 numbers. These vaules are arrived by a systemantic approach which is discussed below. The
main assumption is that the delivery takes place once in a week and all low volume items need not
be produced daily. There are 4 weeks in a month and 4 low volume varieties. So, it is produced one
variety per week basis whereas high volume parts are produced daily and delivered weekly once.

From the Table 1 and Table 2, it is evident that estimated monthly production times sum up
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Table 1: Capacity plan of high demand item for drill com reaming operation

S No Part No Drill +
Ream
cycle
time
(sec)

Monthly
demand
(Nos)

Esti-
mated
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

Available
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

1 D88 U1 49 5500 74.86
170

2 D88 L1 60 5500 91.67

Table 2: Capacity plan of high demand item for tapping operation

S No Part No Tap cy-
cle time
(sec)

Monthly
demand
(Nos)

Esti-
mated
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

Available
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

1 D88 U1 49 5500 74.86
170

2 D88 L1 60 5500 91.67

Table 3: Capacity plan of low demand item for drill com reaming operation

S No Part No Tap cy-
cle time
(sec)

Monthly
demand
(Nos)

Esti-
mated
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

Available
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

1 D110 U2 100 375 10.42

170

2 D110 L2 120 375 12.50
3 D132 U3 100 300 8.33
4 D132 L3 120 300 10.00
5 D150 U4 100 300 8.33
6 D150 L4 120 300 10.00
7 D168 U5 100 300 8.33
8 D168 L5 120 300 10.00

to 166.53 hours out of 170 hours which amounts to machine utilization of 97.96% for high demand
production line. Extending the similar observations to Table 3 and Table 4, it is evident that drill
com reaming operation and tapping operations incur machine utilization of 45.83% and 27.07% for
low demand production line. Another observation is that since the cycle time of both drilling and
tapping process are balanced in high demand production line, their machine utilization values remain
the same irrespective of the operation.
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Table 4: Capacity plan of low demand item for tapping operation

S No Part No Tap cy-
cle time
(sec)

Monthly
demand
(Nos)

Esti-
mated
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

Available
monthly
pro-
duction
time
(hours)

1 D110 U2 60 375 6.25

170

2 D110 L2 70 375 7.29
3 D132 U3 60 300 5.00
4 D132 L3 70 300 5.83
5 D150 U4 60 300 5.00
6 D150 L4 70 300 5.83
7 D168 U5 60 300 5.00
8 D168 L5 70 300 5.83

The next step is to evaluate maximum capacity as per the demand forecasts obtained from the
industrial observation. It is observed that all components follow a unique seasonal trend. The trend
analysis for D88 is shown in Fig 12.

Figure 12: Trend analysis for D88

This conveys an increasing trend across the time horizon with demand peaks in the months of
January and February in contrast to demand drop in the months of November and December. So,
the capacity plan must accommodate the demand in the months of January and February to be a
successful and feasible one. Now the maximum monthly demand to be accommodated is calculated
as shown in (1).

49×monthly demand

3600
+

60×monthly demand

3600
= 170 (1)
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Solving (1), the maximum monthly demand will be 5614 components. In case their monthly demand
goes beyond this value then the industry needs to manufacture in advance and store it. For example,
in the month of Jan-2021 and Feb-2021 their demand values crossed 5750 and 5700 but their demand
values in the month of Nov-2020 and Dec-2020 were 5380 and 5350 respectively. the start of Oct-2020
they should have performed a three-month forecast wherein the Demand hike in Jan-2021 would have
been known. So that they could have produced 5614 units instead of 5380 in Nov-2020. So, 234
excess numbers can be stored in inventory anticipating a demand hike.

Once the maximum capacity is calculated, arriving at appropriate replenishment plans is the next
task. The available production time is observed from industry. The industry 25 working days per
month at 8 hours a day with labor efficiency of 85%. The monthly demand value for Mar-2021 is
5500. So daily requirement (2) will be 220 D88 stud rings. The corresponding weekly demand will
be 1320 stud rings which is the order quantity provided the number of working days in a week is
taken to be 6. The supplier expects a weekly delivery and so the order quantity is taken to be weekly
demand requirement (3). The safety stock (4) is taken to be 440 components. This is because the
supplier usually takes 1 day to pool and deliver the blank. So, it is safe to have 2-day inventory in
order to avoid stock out scenario.

Daily demand =
Monthly demand value

No. of working days
(2)

Order quantity = weekly demand requirement (3)

Safety stock = 2 day inventory (4)

Since there is a fluctuating demand in low volume items there will be machine hours available to load
the component even when there is a sudden increase in demand. But the high-volume line would
also remain undisturbed if this new improvements and modifications are implemented.

While planning for low volume items, the production plan must be according to machine uti-
lization hours than focusing on demand pattern as the demand can be easily accommodated in the
production schedule. The replenishment plan must be spelled out for low volume items as well.

Safety stock = 1 day inventory (5)

Considering 85% worker efficiency, No. of productive working seconds available per day = 28800 x
0.85 = 24,480 sec

Time taken to produce 1 D110 U2 component = 100 sec

No. of components that can be produced per day =
24480

100
= 244 components (approx.)

Safety stock for D110 U2 = 244
Time taken to produce 1 D110 L2 component = 120 sec

No. of components that can be produced per day =
24480

100
= 204components (approx.)

Safety stock for D110 L2 = 204
Safety stock for low demand components is 200 (approx.) as per (5) for the month of March 2021.

But this can vary depending on monthly orders.
Moreover since this is low volume component with high part variety, the supplier needs to make

proper replenishment arrangements to collect the processed orders. So, having low inventory count
would be sufficient for low volume and high variety parts in the industry. In case there is surplus
time, they can start to capture other orders and expand their business or utilize the existing resources
more efficiently.
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9. Conclusion

This work illustrates the productivity improvement estimates as a result of process improvement
activities. The development of Industrial Internet of Things based parts replenishment system is also
a type of process improvement. The overall improved cycle time estimates are shown below in Fig
13.

Figure 13: Overall improved cycle time estimates

The cycle time reduction is quite high in high volume parts because of setup time reduction by
fixture modification and drill com reamer setup. But for low volume parts only drill com reamer setup
is suggested. This is because of current demand pattern for that part in the market. Incase their
demand picks up then both the suggested modification can be implemented for further reduction in
cycle time estimates.

10. Future work

Some of the areas of improvement are using conveyers for material handling system and pneumatic
machines for easy movement of drilling arms with less application of manual effort. Integrating
several ERP modules like part replenishment in inventory, order procurement etc., under warehouse
management and performing the same across different departments like CRM, SCM etc. thereby
transforming the company to factory 4.0 by incorporating automation systems.
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